A2-1: Community patron program

Objective 1
80% from initial target pool (20 ppl) who passed pre-phase stage will complete a series of training of parent leadership

Program Expense: Service fee, Speaker fee, emergency kit tool, first aid kit, leaders kit, emergency response in-kind
Overhead Expense: Printing and stationary, material fee, venue rental fee, transportation fee, snack fee, meal fee, accommodation fee, miscellaneous
Human Resource: Bureau of fire protection, civil defense, disaster risk and reduction management and barangay addition
Logistics: Chairs, Table, Projector, Wide screen, laptop, facility
Documents: Signature forms, planning tool, attendance form, contract, program proposal, presentation

1.1. Conduct one-time orientation with 20 potential parent leaders
1.2. Conduct one-time community analysis on fire issues
1.3. Facilitate six times workshop and regular meeting on personal growth and leadership development

1.1. Increase familiarity with the organization and program
1.2. Encourage participation of potential parent leaders on community issue and action
1.3. Parent leaders realized worth of leaders to lead people to participate in community issue

Objective 2
70% of target volunteer students were mobilized to participate activities, workshops and training with potential parent leaders on community safety issue

2.1. Select and identified university
2.2. Signing of MOU between TFCF PH and University
2.3. Conduct one-time orientation meeting and sharing of social work management and practice
2.4. Assist students to observe one-time meeting with potential parent leaders
2.5. Facilitate maximum of four times workshop between student volunteer and potential parent leaders

2.1. Captured challenges and came-up with alternative
2.2. Clear understanding of rules and regulation of placing student volunteers between TFCF PH and University
2.3. Enhanced knowledge on social work practice and encouraged TFCF PH
2.4. Students proceeds to planning of needs-based workshop/activity
2.5. Increase awareness on community reality and positive reinforcement actions

Objective 3
90% of parent leaders were trained and educate on prevention and preparedness in fire protection and safety

3.1. Basic fire protection and rescue and evacuation
3.2. Actual demonstration of fire equipment
3.3. One-time role play of fire safety at home
3.4. Fire safety community fair
3.5. Capacitating community patrol to conduct roll-training to other sponsored parents
3.6. Awarding and graduation ceremony of parent leaders

4.1. Workshop on disaster issues of community patrol
4.2. Setting of policy and regulation handling fire equipment
4.3. Goal setting and formation of group
4.4. Conduct one-time team building to community patrol

4.1. Community patrol determined any potential problems and action
4.2. Avoid mishandling of fire equipment in the community
4.3. Strengthen the capacity of the leaders to handle group
4.4. Encouraged teamwork and collaboration of community patrol

Objective 4
90% of community patrol members established regular meetings to address issues facilitated by TFCF PH

4.1. Workshop on disaster issues of community patrol
4.2. Setting of policy and regulation handling fire equipment
4.3. Goal setting and formation of group
4.4. Conduct one-time team building to community patrol